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Without speaking, a young woman cradles an old_{ashioned telephone ear-
piece; her listless eyes are ringed by the chemical brue of a faciar mask that
emphasises incipient wrinkles as it dries and contracts. with its intimations of
mortalrty, allied to the relentless quest for youth and beauty, it is one of Darren
Sylv_ester's most arresting photographic images. The unambiguous titre of this
2006 work is Just death is true. ciring the exampre of the 1g7os music duo The
carpenters, whose meranchory lyrrcs were overra jd with sreek pop merodies,
Sylvester has stated that he wants his work to be like a song, with its capacity to
communicate in the space of a few minutes (in a simpre, direct manner that is
nonetheless lasting) sentiments that may be complex.r

since 1998, syrvester has consistentry couched his often interconnected
themes - including the failibirity of rerationships, urban alienation, the passing of
time, mortality - within Iarge-scare, narrative-driven photographrc images of
devastating clarity. The titres of these works resembre ryrics from songi and act
as a corrective coda to the apparenilnnocuousness or ambiguity of these
vignettes of contemporary rife. (After ail, Syrvester. whose work is at every revel
hiEhly directed and directive, doesn,t like to leave anything to chance.) Thus,
although the work is armost invariabry about failing apart (to use Syrvester,s
expression), it is of paramount importance to the artist that this emotional
disintegration is perfectry contained in compositions of coor precision, in which
every detail has been consjdered, storyboarded, choreographed.

Frequently achieving an aphoristic quality (witness The object of soclal
acceptance is to forfeit individual dreams,2003), the evocative titles are culled
from his short stories - arthough this is an aspect of his practice he is now
attempting to short-circuit - whrch are pithy first-person narratrves of the
everyday, about people who work in ordinary jobs. From its conception a
photographic image mrght take six months to realise: the artist sketches his
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ideas on paper; makes test shots; constructs the set with the help of an
assistant; casts friends or professional inodels; and selects wardrobe, props,

hair and make-up. Sylvester averages around five images each year and is not
interested in working in series. Acknowledging the influence of literature, he
admires the accuracy of Faymond Carver's character studies and, significantly,
the detached writing style of Bret Easton Ellis's lhe lnformers (1994). For
although Sylvester's glossy photographic tableaux of contemporary life are
reflective of his lived experience, they are also characterised, when separated
from the emotional subtext of his titles, by an air of detachment.

The prominent placement of branded products in many of Sylvester's
works has tended to be misinterpreted by some commentators as a critique of
consumer culture. ln an interview in 2007, Sylvester stated that the point he is
making (in works such as lf all we have is each othec that's OK,2003) is that:
'This is what people actually do ... Anyone who thinks my work is a critique of
consumerism is out of step with the real world.'2 lnterestingly, it is Sylvester's
strategy to use the highly recognisable iconography of branded items - a can
of Tab, a box of Cheerios or KFC for example - as everyday props, but also
more unusually to confer a sense of universality on his fastidiously constructed
tableaux. So concerned is Sylvester to avoid recognisable locations, he has
begun to shoot putdoor shots in the studio, because they otherwise appear
too identifiably Australian. Writing abgut Sylvester in Vitamin ph; New
Perspectives in Photography (2007), Bod;igo Alonso has noted that: ,The

constant essogjation of emotions with commodities induces a transient
character in the former... Within this universe, feelings are often fragile and
vulnerable, upsetting and uneasy.'3

Commodities, the technological tools of twenty-first-century
communication - mobile phones, the CD Walkman, laptop computers and so
on - punctuate Sylvester's work, seemingly underscoring the anomie of his
youthful urban subjects. Clutching a mobile phone, in My baby message me,
2006, an adolescent girl gazes forlornly into space (an expression much
favoured by the artist). He links allusions to urban despair with the literal
passing of time in Humans evolve to be completely new,2005, as a young
woman lies in her designer bedroom looking at her laptop. ln the (literally)
darker companion work Humans evolve to break and disappeaf 2005, she is
depicted when night has fallen lying on the same bed, but this rime staring at
the ceiling, ignoring (though presumably not oblivious to) the still-open laptop,

Other works are more optimistic and even humorous. We can go anywhere.
We can do anything, 1999 - a cropped image of dual BMW car seats that
conveys a curious sense of expansiveness - might be viewed as an antecedent
of Sylvester's let hopes and dreams be things we can achieve, 2005, with the
same sense of open-ended possibility, of embarking on a journey. ln the latter,
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When something bothers me in life, I

I know I should And you should

Darren Sylvester,'Cellphone Warehouse'. 20AB

don't tell anyone about it,

a couple wearing rftatching hooded parkas survey a snow-covered alpine

landscape. This image also appears to allude to the nineteenth-century ,l
tradition of romantic painting, characterised by a foregrounded (generally),r

solitary figure standing before the sublime immensity of nature. Althoughi
similarly diminished by the scale of the alpine landscape, the presence of
figures depicted holding hands conveys a sense ofiogetherness, of hope. i,

The concept tor Let hopes and dreams be things we can achieve was tg ,.'i
photograph the mountain range that has featured in Paramount Pictures's
since 1914, and which Sylvester believed was located in the vicinity ol
Canada. Having discovered, however, that no such mountain actually
(the source of the logo is believed to be studio founder W. W.

doodle of a mountain recalled from childhood), Sylvester was obliged to
comparable mountain range. 'l guess it plays out well', he says, 'that

made up like movies are.' Sylvester has repeatedly stated that his work
without irony, but more than irony, there is a sense of the surreal in his

dedication to the creation of an authentic facsimile of a fictional
It is instructive to learn that Sylvester (who rarely mentions cinema)

admires the work of filmmaker Ang Lee and in particular lhe /ce
and Eat Drink Mah Woman (1994) - remarkable films that explore the,,
unanticipated consequences of miscommunication wthin families
particular Sylvester nominates the loaded closing scenes of both
images that continue to resonate with him. The lce Storm is
Ihanksgiving weekend in 1970s Connecticut, a decadethat has
correspondingly rich vein of material for Sylvester. But it is Eat

Woman that suggests a reading of his 2006 image The explanation
It's simple. I don't care - in which a boy standing in front of his

mother appears uninterested in the lavish array of childish party food.l

table before him - as a revisualisation of an episode central to the
that film. Pertinently, in Eat Drink Man Woman, the father, who is a

chef, brings the family together for the ritual of Sunday lunch,

lovingly, exhaustively prepares, The three daughters, however, are

unappreciative (and even dismissive) of the culinary e{forts of their
Sylvester's increasingly multi-disciplinary practice has evolved to

encompass video, sculpture, text and painting. The abstract acrylic
I care for you,2007, is a refined scaled-up version of three similarly
works f rom 2001 . Superficlally at least, there are parallels with Byron
Synecdoche, 1991, (a gridded work of diverse monochromes, each the
tone of a particular person) and Rachel Lachowicz's 1993 abstract
assembled f rom multiple grids of eye shadow tints, Color chart flat #1. K

and Lachowicz's works are sociopolitical subversions of the modernist
but Sylvester has no such intentions. ln classic Warholian mode,
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adamant that I care for you, in which each of the twelve grids is colour
matched to a product from the crinique range of corour surge ripsticks and
eye shadows and superfit foundation is purery about surface: 'rt's intendecj
to make the viewer feel and look good. l,m not expressing anything with
this, other than just to make something look good. lt,s like make ,p, it,, u
completely surface art work. lt even reflects back on y.ou.,a

Becent sculptural works with comical, yet presumably commercially
viable titles quoted from actuar products such as Misscoria crystal corlagen,
2008, or Sofina Whitening memory white,2008, were also inspired by the
cosmetic industry - specificaily the bizarre shapes of fabric facral masks
that feature cut-out sections for the eyes and mouth. Laboriousry carveds in
diverse timbers from different countries, they resembre 'primitive, death
masks. (ln reproduction, the seductiveness of their smooth, grained
surfaces is lost, arthough their hoilow eyes are undeniabry disturbing and
the gaping mouths seem to evoke a silent scream.)

sylvester is not averse to serf-portraiture and has consistentry cast
himself in his photographic images and video works - notabry the eccentric
video masquerade You shourd ret go of a dying rerationship,2006. Something
of an aberration within his oeuvre, it anticipates his emergence this year as
a songwriter and solo performer, playing a number of gigs in pubric venues.
ln dual videos without soundtracks, Syrvester emurates the understated, yet
stylised video clip of David Bowie's 'Heroes' (1977) and the infinitery more
challenging to simulate 'Wuthering Heights, (197g), performed by Kate
Bush. Sylvester is no dancer and the piece required intensive study of the
film clips, followed by exhaustive rehearsals of the choreography; a faithful
reproduction of the 'wuthering Heights' performance necessitated cross-
dressing, as well as impersonating the extravagant hand gestures and
dance moves of the exuberant Bush. A testament to Sylvester,s
perseverance, it is a funny, surprising and affecting work that offers a
counterpoint to the polished stasis of his photographic images.

Framed (predominantry) by the 1970s and variousry referenced. music is
integral to Sylvester's practice: the recreation of a Joy Division album
cover, the Bruce Springsteen-inspired video Time keeps running, 2006 or
the compilation of eight music tracks that accompanied rhe 20-05_06
exhibition 'Remote control: contemporary photomedia' at the Nationar
Gallery of Victoria, for example. ln the past year, Sylvester has begun to
record music that he has written, played and produced. ,Song writing,, he
says, 'is my new short story writing.' For the 2008 oueensland Art Gallery
exhibition 'Contemporary Australia: Optimism,, an album of Sylvester-
penned and performed pop songs with titles such as ,philspector,and
'toouncooltoo'can be heard on a record prayer in an instailation * designed

to evoke the 1970s decor of The Carpenters, Californian house _ that is
accompanied by a video of Sylvester,s etaborate recreation of the pop
duo's Japanese-inspired garden.

ln a development foreseen by Let hopes and dreams be things we cat
achieve, his sole 2008 photographic work Doomed is a rneticulous
restaging of a scene from the 2005 sci-fi film of the same name, itself
adapted from the popular video game. A significant point of reference f,
Sylvester's preoccupation with the (often kitsch) facsimile or replica is
chinese director Jia Zhangke's 2oo4 tilm shijie (The wortdl about the
everyday lives of a group of employees who work at Beijing,s World par
Of Doom, Sylvester says: 'l've remade a set from a movie, which is also
movie set - about a man playing a computer game, in a movie about a
video game that is based on a video game. This spir:alling out of control
subtext is the beginning of the end for this character ... who rater dies a
grisly death, as you rlo in the computer game, as did the movie itself;
everything ls doomed.'

Once again the artist is grappling with the limitations of the single
f rozen image. ln Atl you need to know you knew early,2007, Sylvester
positions a television interviewer and cameraman as the subjects of his
photographic image; the object of their scrutiny is obscured and depict,
only from the rear. With Doomed, he presents dual views of the same
scene. Recalling the artist's 2000 work To help each other physicaily is tt
help each other emotionaily - in which anonymous hands grip a Game E
console - here a pair o{ disembodied hands plays the vintage video gar
Galaxian2. The lure for Sylvester lres in the fact that this image ,.pr"i.r.
fiction, since it is impossible for a single player to operate the game in e
horizontal (as opposed to vertical) position.

- 
Thus, while continuing to work within a familiar vocabulary, over the cor

of a period of intense productivity Sylvester has uncovered a number of
effectrve strategies for extending and rayering his narrative in an increasingr
sophistrcated integration of music, art and life that has onty just begun.

1 AllquotesfromSylvesterandsourcesfordiscussionofhispracticeare,unlessotherwisestal
from interviews and emair communications between the urti.i 

"no 
tn" urtro r, May-Jury 200r2'DarensytvesterinconversationwithArasdairFosrer',iroliiii,"o.ao.wint;r20bzp. 

19.3 Rodrigo Alonso, 'Darren Sytvester , in Vitamin ph; New eeiijiitives in enotography, phaidon,
London and New yor(, 2006, p. 296.4 Danrel Palmer,'Darrensylvester: lnstepwiththerealworld',BeadingRoom:AJournalolArtz
Culturc. no. 2. 2008. p. 1Ot.

5 Sylvester and his studio assistant taught themselves to carve from a book aboul carving bowland animals. The lirst five pieces took three months to make and tn" 
""ri'*J.lr-rii*'";*JiiDarren Sylvester: Our Futuro Was Ours, Ausrralian Centre for photography, Sydney,25Jultt-AuSUst 209i; Contemporary Ausrratia; Optimism, Or""nif uni ert Cullery, Gallery o, Mode*;Bflsbane, '15 November ?0Og _ 22 Februaty 2OAg.
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